SIRIUS DATA & ANALYTICS OFFERINGS

Our team of certified experts offers solutions to meet your organization’s needs, including:

**Strategy**
- Strategic direction
- Technology evaluation
- Roadmap development
- KPI definition and mapping

**Design and Development**
- Architecture
- Data modeling
- ETL/ELT and data integration
- Reporting and visualization
- Automated insights

**Optimization**
- Business process
- Performance tuning
- Continuous intelligence
- Augmented analytics
- Data quality

**Adoption**
- Knowledge transfer
- Data literacy
- Consolidations and migrations
- Change management
- Data governance and compliance

DATA GOVERNANCE WORKSHOP

OVERVIEW

DEFINE, DEVELOP, EDUCATE

The Sirius Data & Analytics practice defines data governance as a program of decision rights and accountabilities to appropriately treat data as an asset, including managing, leveraging and protecting it accordingly.

Sirius’ team of certified experts offers a Data Governance Workshop that shows you how to stand up a data governance program to manage your data as an organizational asset. Having the ability to exercise authority and decision-making over your data assets improves your organization’s data value and supports an overall data strategy. Applying data governance in an organization improves all areas of the business and aligns data needs across departments.

The goal of this workshop is to create a roadmap to define the right people, process and technology to build a Data Governance Center of Excellence. This engagement will leverage industry best practices and lessons learned from helping our clients meet their goals.
DATA GOVERNANCE WORKSHOP GOALS
• Provide education on data governance best practices and a common language to move forward
• Identify and align to your current data governance initiatives
• Define the vision and value of data governance
• Establish a data governance approach to fit your culture and data needs
• Define executive sponsorship and key business and technical leadership for the program
• Develop and deliver a near term data strategy roadmap enabling you to begin your data governance journey

OUTCOMES YOU CAN EXPECT
• A client-centric, vendor-agnostic approach
• Education on data governance as it relates to your industry
• Development of clear sponsorship and data governance team members
• Clarification and documentation of a “right fit” approach to data governance
• Near-term roadmap defined for data governance implementation
• Clear next steps to begin the client specific data governance journey
• Established partnership to drive long term success

KEY DELIVERABLES
• Data governance education material
• Data governance scoping and prioritization
• Data governance strategy summary
• Data governance near term roadmap
• Summary presentation and next step options: Data Governance Strategy & Roadmap, Data Security Governance Strategy & Roadmap, or Data Privacy Alignment Workshop

OUTCOMES YOU CAN EXPECT
Sirius intends to deliver these services as a three-day workshop with a price cap. Sirius will provide the services scoped for an estimated price of $15,000. The price is an estimate. A Statement of Work with final project scope and pricing (which may vary from the estimate above) will be provided upon finalization of custom requirement.

We define data governance as a program of decision rights and accountabilities to appropriately treat data as an asset, including managing, leveraging and protecting it accordingly.

For more information about the Sirius Data Governance Workshop, or any of the other services offered by the Sirius Data & Analytics practice, speak with your Sirius representative or contact us.